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Abstract 
The core of search engine is information retrieval technique. Using information retrieval system 

backs more retrieval results, some of them more relevant than other, and some is not relevant. While using 
search engine to retrieve information has grown very substantially, there remain problems with the 
information retrieval systems. The interface of the systems does not help them to perceive the precision of 
these results. It is therefore not surprising that graphical visualizations have been employed in search 
engines to assist users. The main objective of Internet users is to find the required information with high 
efficiency and effectiveness. In this paper we present brief sides of information visualization's role in 
enhancing web information retrieval system as in some of its techniques such as tree view, title view, map 
view, bubble view and cloud view and its tools such as highlighting and Colored Query Result. 
 
 
1.  Introduction 

The typical generic scenario for searching, retrieving, and displaying information is the 
following. A user has an information need about a certain topic. With a user interface he/she 
formulates a query to the system [1]. The query starts an action in the system (search engine, 
information retrieval (IR) system, digital library, or other) [2]. The system will retrieve (or not) 
objects and will display them with appropriate messages and layouts in the same graphical user 
interface (GUI) where the user entered the query (3). Finally, the user decides if the documents 
are relevant or not. He/she can either exit the system because the information was found or 
refine the query and start again [2]. Information retrieval (IR) is the task of representing, storing, 
organizing, and offering access to information items [1]. The problem for search engines is not 
only to find topic relevant results, but results consistent with the user’s information need. How to 
retrieve desired information from the Internet with high efficiency and good effectiveness is 
become the main concern of internet user-based [3]. 

Search engines interfaces are intuitive and in some cases restricted by the nature of the 
WWW. There is a limited use of color, no pull-down menus, and limited user interaction. The 
typical input interface is a simple box where the user fills the terms to search plus button to 
submit the query. The visualization process of the answers can be text only or more rich and 
complex with the use of a graphical metaphor. In the text only approach, the user gets a list of 
the top 10 or 20 best documents that potentially contains the information. The list usually 
contains the title, its URL, size, date, and an abstract of no more than 4 lines of the document. 
The user opens each document until the desired information is finally located. This is not a 
problem when the target document is located in the first 20 answers. It becomes a problem 
when the output of a query is a list of hundreds or thousands of documents. A graphical 
metaphor presents a rich interface in which the user can browse, filter, process, and reformulate 
the query [2]. User behavior, performance and attitude were recorded as well as usability 
problems. The system had few usability problems and users liked the visualizations, but recall 
performance was poor. The reasons for poor/good performance were investigated by examining 
user behavior and search strategies. Better searchers used the visualizations more electively 
and spent longer on the task, whereas poorer performances were attributable to poor 
motivation, difficulty in assessing article relevance and poor use of system visualizations [15]. 

Hence, visualization is an effective tool to partially solve data overload problems in 
WWW retrieval when answers contain hundreds of documents. The visualization of quantitative 
information consist of principles to help achieve the main goal: communicate complex ideas with 
clarity, precision, and efficiency [2]. 
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This survey paper contains problems that faced web information retrieval system 
whether because of the web nature or user activity or searching process itself. Then, how the 
search engine works and models of information retrieval. Next, the meaning of visualization, 
information visualization as one of its application and how it enhances web information retrieval 
system. Finally, real systems used information visualization tool in reducing and solving some of 
web information retrieval system's problems. 

 
 

2.  Problem Definition 
The World Wide Web is a huge, widely distributed, global source for information 

services, hyper-link information, access and usage information and web site content and 
organization [4]. There is a huge quantity of text, audio, video, and other documents available 
on the Internet, on about any subject. Users need to be able to find relevant information to 
satisfy their particular information needs. There are two ways of searching for information: to 
use a search engines or to browse directories organized by categories (such as Yahoo 
Directories). There is still a large part of the Internet that is not accessible (for example private 
databases and intranets) [1]. By all measures, the web is enormous and growing at a staggering 
rate, which has made it increasingly intricate and crucial for both people and programs to have 
quick and accurate access to web information and services [4]. It is not surprising that about 
85% of internet users surveyed claim to be using search engines and search services to find 
specific information of interest [5, 6]. The same surveys show, however, those users are not 
satisfied with the performance of the current generation of search engines; the slow speed of 
retrieval, communication delays, and poor quality of retrieved results (e.g., noise and broken 
links) are commonly cited problems [5]. Search engines have played a key role in the World 
Wide Web's infrastructure as its scale and impact have escalated. Although search engines are 
important tools for knowledge discovery on the web, they are far from perfect. The poor quality 
of retrieved results, handling a huge quantity of information, addressing subjective and time-
varying search needs, finding fresh information and dealing with poor quality queries are 
commonly cited glitches [4].  

There are many problems with different reasons which it can be by the web nature, 
users, search engine and hardware. 

 
2.1.  Problem when Interacting with the Web (web nature): 
a.  The "abundance" problem: 

With the phenomenal growth of the web, there is an ever increasing volume of data and 
information published in numerous web pages. According to world wide websize.com, the 
indexed web contains at least 27.56 billion pages (Sunday, 24 august, 2008) [4], 27.87 billion 
pages (Sunday, 22 June, 2008) [6] and about 8 billion web pages were indexed by Google in 
2005 [1].  
b.  Web search results usually have low precision and recall: 

For finding relevant information, the search services is generally a keyword-based, 
query-triggered process which results in problems of low precision (difficulty to find relevant 
information) and low recall (inability to index all information available on the web). 
c.  Lack of personalization of information and limited customization to individual users: 

Most knowledge on the web is presented as natural-language text with occasional 
pictures and graphics. This is convenient for human users to read and view but difficult for 
computers to understand. It also limits the state of art search engines, science they cannot infer 
contextual meaning. For example the occurrence of word 'bat' refers to a bird or to a cricket bat. 
These factors uphold the inevitable creation of intelligent server and client-side systems that can 
effectively mine for knowledge both across the internet and in particular web localities [4]. 
d.  Heterogeneity: 
‐ Information/data of almost all types exist on the web, e.g., structured tables, texts, 

multimedia data, etc. 
‐ Much of the web information is semi-structured due to the nested structure of HTML code. 
‐ Much of the web information is linked 
‐ The web is noisy: a web page typically contains a mixture of many kinds of information, e.g., 

main contents, advertisement, navigational panels, copyright notices [4, 6]. 
‐ Much of the web information is redundant [6]. 
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e.  Dynamics: 
The freedom for anyone to publish information on the web at anytime and anywhere 

implies that information on the web is constantly changing. It is a dynamic information 
environment whereas traditional systems are typically based on static document collection [4, 
6]. This dynamic nature guarantees that at least some portions of any manuscript on the subject 
will de out-of-date before it reaches the intended audience, particularly URLs which are 
referenced [5]. 
f. Duplication: 

Several studies indicate that nearly 30% of the web's content is duplicated, mainly due 
to mirroring [4, 6]. 
g.  A comprehensive coverage of all of the important topics is impossible, because so many new 

ideas are constantly being proposed and either quickly accepted into the internet mainstream 
or rejected [5]. 

Different between IR and IR on web = challenges = problem definition that facing 
searchers and developers because of web nature. 

 
2.2.  Problems about Users (Information Searching Activity)  

The typical Information Retrieval (IR) systems now available are characterized by a 
representation of a request for information (query) and the system usually responses with a set 
of results which most closely matches the request. Whatever representation of a request the 
seeker has to formulate, he has often to face with problems related to the clear specification of 
his information needs [7]. If the search is performed in a distributed and heterogeneous 
environment as web, the search becomes harder: the seeker anxiety grows up according to the 
heterogeneity and the amount of information available in World Wide Web. It generates the 
following problems [8]: 
a. All users are not created equal: 

Different users may use different terms to describe similar information needs; the 
concept of "what is relevant" to a user has only become more and more unclear as the web has 
matured and more diverse data have become available. Because of this, it is of key interest to 
search services to discover sets of identifying features that an information retrieval system can 
use to associate a specific user query with a broader information need [4]. 
b. The ambiguity of the natural language (English or other languages) that makes it difficult to 

have perfect matches between documents and user queries [1]. 
c. User search behavior: 

The users have different expectations and goals such as informative, transactional and 
navigational. Often they compose short, ill-defined queries and impatiently look for the results 
mainly in the top 10 results [6]. 
d. Problem of vocabulary: "Which term to use?" The difference in terms of knowledge and 

perception between the information providers and the seeker has been modeled in terms of 
informative space and cognitive space. The former is defined as a set of object and 
relations among them held by the system whereas the latter is defined as a set of concepts 
and relations among them held by individual. Information providers organize their resources 
according to their knowledge and to the vocabulary that concurs in building the “informative 
spaces”.  If seekers have a different knowledge background, or a different purpose, then his 
cognitive space has a poor overlapping to the information space. This make reasonable to 
assume they will use different terms to identify the same concept. So they have to discover 
which the proper terms to express a query in the information space. 

e. Query formulation/refinement: “how to modify the query to find more relevant information?". 
f. Seeker anxiety: The gap between what the seeker understands and what he thinks he 

should understand generates anxiety. This happens whenever information does not fulfill 
his needs. 

g. Seeker and provider relationship: seeker and provider have different skill levels and 
different domain of knowledge. Moreover there is usually no direct interaction among them. 

h. Seeker knowledge: the seeker has often only a perception of his information needs. He has 
a limited knowledge of what he is looking for. 

i. Database selection: "which search engine to select?" The problem is well known in the 
WWW because the actual search engines are able to cover a limited portion of the web 
resources. The seeker has to decide which search engine to make use of. 
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j. Information overload: "how to explore many retrieved documents?" user still has to face with 
huge amount of candidates, which are all pertinent to what he is looking for. He needs to be 
supported in the analysis of heterogeneous information sources to be able to choose the 
most suitable ones for his purpose [8]. 

k. Query coordination: The seeker may need to be supported in the choice for queries. Human 
behavioral studies during the search activity have shown that the user is lazy and usually 
tends to create short queries and rarely adopts Boolean expression in his query criteria. 
Whenever the seeker needs information, which might seriously affect the results of his 
work, he is forced to a deeper search. 
 

2.3.  Problems of Searching 
The unprecedented growth of available data coupled with the vast number of available 

online activities has introduced a new wrinkle to the problem of search: it is now important to 
attempt to determine not only what the user is looking for, but also the task they are trying to 
accomplish and the method by which would prefer to accomplish it [4]. 

 
2.3.1. Problems faced search engine in IR process on the web 
1. There are many publicly available search engines, but users are not necessarily satisfied 

with: 
a. The different formats for inputting queries. 
b. Speeds of retrieval. 
c. Presentation formats of the retrieval results. 
d. Poor quality of retrieved information [5, 6].  

In particular, speed (i.e., search engine and retrieval time plus communication delays) 
has consistently been cited as " the most commonly experienced problem with the web" in the 
bi-annual WWW surveys conducted at the Graphics, visualization, and Usability Center of 
Georgia Institute of Technology 63% to 66% of web users in the past three surveys, over a 
period of year and a half were dissatisfied with the speed of retrieval and communication delay, 
and the problem appears to be growing worse. Even though 48% of the respondents in the April 
1998 survey upgraded modems in the past year, 53% of the respondents left a website while 
searching for product information because of "slow access". "Broken links" registered as the 
second most frequent problem in the same survey. Other studies also cite the number one and 
number two reasons for dissatisfaction as "slow access" and "the inability to find relevant 
information" respectively [5]. 
2. Limited query interface based on keyword-oriented search: 

It is hard to extract useful knowledge out of information available because the search 
service used to find out specific information on the web is retrieved-oriented, whereas to 
extract potentially useful knowledge out of it, is a data-mining oriented, data-triggered 
process [4]. 

3. Indexing web pages to facilitate retrieval is a much more complex problem than with 
classical databases because of: a) The enormous number of existing web pages and their 
rapid increase. b) Frequent updating. c) Removal of spurious information (e.g., newsgroup 
discussions, FAQ postings) [5]. d) Handling a huge quantity of information, addressing 
subjective and time-varying search needs. e) Finding fresh information. f) Dealing with poor 
quality queries [6]. 

So we can summarize challenges that face motivating researchers in web IR in 
improved system that retrieve the most relevant information available on the web to better 
satisfy a user's information need, or in the other words, combination of challenges that stem 
from traditional information retrieval and challenges characterized by the nature of the World 
Wide Web. 

 
 

3.  Web Information Retrieval 
3.1.  How Web Search Engines Work 

A search engine operates in the following order: Web crawling, Indexing, and 
Searching, as declare in Figure 1. Web search engines work by storing information about many 
web pages, which they retrieve from the HTML itself. These pages are retrieved by a Web 
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Information seeking has become increasingly interactive as tools and services on the 
WWW have evolved. Thus, there is more to searching than typing in a query and waiting for the 
search engine to display a set of possible web pages. The only way to achieve substantial 
advances in search and browse capabilities is to combine research and development in human-
computer interaction with research and development in information retrieval to create highly 
interactive systems that engage the user in defining their needs iteratively and going beyond 
retrieval to understanding the corpus and the retrieved information [9]. The current user 
interface and its tool and evaluation in detail in user interface section, and its more activity and 
its developing in information visualization section. 

 
3.2.  Web Information Retrieval Models 

Retrieval models form the theoretical basis for computing the answer to a query. A 
Retrieval Model is a formal representation of the process of matching a query and a document. 
The model of Web IR can be defined as a set of premises and an algorithm for ranking 
documents with regard to a user query. More formally, a Web IR model is a quadruple [D, Q, F, 
R (qi,dj)] where D is a set of logical views of documents, Q is a set of user queries, F is a 
framework for modeling documents and queries, and R(qi,dj) is a ranking function which 
associates a numeric ranking to the query qi and the document dj. The model is characterized 
by four parameters: 

1. Representations for documents and queries, which define the model. 
2. Matching strategies for assessing the relevance of documents to a user query, which 

involves learning parameters from query.  
3. Methods for ranking query output. 
4. Mechanisms for acquiring user-relevance feedback. 

Retrieval models can describe the Computational process, for example, how the 
documents are ranked and note that how documents or indexes are stored is implementation. 
The Retrieval models can also attempt to describe the User process, for example, the 
information need and interaction level. The Retrieval variables are usually depicted by queries, 
documents, terms, relevance judgments, users & information needs. They can have an explicit 
or implicit definition of relevance. 
First Dimension: Computational Process: The Mathematical Basis  

According to the first dimension, the models can be classed into three types: set 
theoretic, algebraic and probabilistic models. In the following sections, we describe instances of 
each type. 
1. Set theoretic models  

Documents are represented by sets that contain terms. Similarities are derived using 
set-theoretic operations. Implementations of these models include the Standard Boolean Model, 
the Extended Boolean Model and the Fuzzy Model. The strict Boolean and fuzzy-set models are 
preferable to other models in terms of computational requirements, which are low in terms of 
both the disk space required for storing document representations and the algorithmic 
complexity of indexing and computing query-document similarities. 
2. Algebraic models  

Documents are represented as vectors, matrices or tuples. These are transformed 
using algebraic operations to a one-dimensional similarity measure. Implementations include 
the Vector Space Model and the Generalized Vector Space Model. The strength of this model 
lies in its simplicity. Relevance feedback can be easily incorporated into it. However, the rich 
expressiveness of query specification inherent in the Boolean model is sacrificed.  
3. Probabilistic Models  

Document's relevance is interpreted as a probability. Documents and queries 
similarities are computed as probabilities for a given query. The probabilistic model takes these 
term dependencies and relationships into account and, in fact, specifies major parameters such 
as the weights of the query terms and the form of the query document similarity.  Due to its 
simplicity and efficient computation, the Vector Model is the most widely used model in IR. The 
model requires term-occurrence probabilities in the relevant and irrelevant parts of the 
document collection, which are difficult to estimate. However, this model serves an important 
function for characterizing retrieval processes and provides a theoretical justification for 
practices previously used on an empirical basis (for example, the introduction of certain term-
weighting systems).  
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4. Visualization  
Visualization is any technique for creating images, diagrams, or animations to 

communicate a message. Visualization through visual imagery has been an effective way to 
communicate both abstract and concrete. Applications of visualization are scientific 
visualization, educational visualization, information visualization, knowledge visualization, 
product visualization, systems visualization, visual communication, and visual analytics [14]. 

Most web search engines are text-based. They display results from input queries as 
long lists of pointers, sometimes with and sometimes without summaries of retrieved pages. 
Future commercial systems are likely to take advantage of small, powerful computers and will 
probably have a variety of mechanisms for querying non-textual data (e.g., hand drawn 
sketches, textures and colors, speech) and better user interfaces to enable users to visually 
manipulate retrieved information [5]. From that the role of information visualization appears as 
declare in the following. 

 
4.1. Information Visualization 

Information visualization is all about making data visible or more precisely, the patterns 
that are hidden in the data. This is a method of presenting data or information in non-traditional 
and interactive graphical forms. By using 2-Dor 3-Dcolor graphics, text and animation, these 
visualizations can show the structure of information, allow one to navigate through it, and modify 
it with graphical interactions [13].  

Chaomei chen writes "information visualization aims to maximize our perceptional and 
cognitive abilities to make sense of visual-spatial representations". Information visualization 
strives to make the information more accessible and less structured to improve usability. In the 
Web, Information Visualization provides visualization approaches to manage big amount of 
information in a summarized way and graphical interaction techniques to manipulate the search 
results [7]. The human perceptual system is highly attuned to images, and visual 
representations can communicate some kinds of information more rapidly and effectively than 
text. The goal of information visualization (INFOVIS) is to translate abstract information into a 
visual form that provides new insight about that information [12]. And is not pictures, but insight, 
It’s not about looking at pictures; it’s about interacting with them to "amplify cognition". 

Information visualization joins the human’s capacity of visual thinking and the 
computer’s capacity of analytical computing, thereby building a bidirectional visual and 
interactive interface between human user and the information resources. Very few information 
visualization applications do away with text altogether. The goal is to find the representation 
appropriate for a particular task. In many situations text remains the best form of representation. 
But we all know from experience that many complex ideas are best represented visually. Justas 
movies did not eliminate the novel; information visualization will not eliminate the need for text. 

Information visualization will only succeed if it solves the scalability problem. This view 
assumes that the really big problems are the only interesting ones, and the only hard ones. It 
also assumes that if the data set has billions of elements, it is important to display all of those 
elements at once. In many situations the real challenge is to narrow the billions down to a more 
reasonable and manageable subset. This is where data mining begins to play an important role. 
Size and scalability are important issues, but it is a mistake to think that information visualization 
only applies to extreme problems. 

Information visualization is about speed. It is sometimes said that information 
visualization aims to help us move from slow reading to faster visual perception, and that it can 
help us deal with information overload by allowing us to process more information faster. This is 
only true up to a point. 

Information visualization is about insight, not pictures. Insight means understanding and 
creating knowledge and learning. Those processes often require reflection, combination, and 
rearrangement. The speed element of information visualization aims to reduce the cognitive 
load of certain tasks so that larger, more complex tasks become possible. Particular tasks may 
be made more efficient, but information visualization can also open up a range of new tasks that 
were previously impossible or simply not feasible because they were too burdensome [13]. 

Guidelines for designing information visualizations are available from writers such as 
Few (Few, 2006, Few, 2009) and Tufte (Tufte, 1983, Tufte, 1990b). Some of these guidelines 
overlap with guidelines from graphic design, including the need to present information clearly, 
precisely, and without extraneous or distracting clutter. Other guidelines relate to the special 
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Disagree) reported a lot of confusion as to the contents of the Cloud. In other words, they did 
not find the view useful because they did not understand what it does. Those who did rated it 
highly. This implies that some users had not seen this type of visualization before nor 
understood its potential [11]. 

 
4.3.  Web Visualization/Visualization Tool/Visualization in WWW  

Web visualization tools have been used to help users maintain a "big picture" of the 
retrieval results from search engines, web sites, a subset of the web, or even the entire web. 
The most well known example of using the tree-metaphor for web browsing is the hyperbolic 
tree developed by Xerox PARC. These visualization systems, machine learning techniques are 
often used to determine how web pages should be placed in the 2-D or 3-D space [4]. There is 
a study show how the existing tools to browse the WWW adopt visualization to satisfy seeker 
needs. It has been limited to some of the most well known tools such as Kartoo, Grokker, Web 
Theme [14], Aduna AutoFocus. To achieve this purpose the following research activities have 
been performed: 

1. Identification of the main functionalities provided by these tools. 
2. Analysis both of the correlation among these functionalities and of the problems in the 

information search [7]. 
Now, How Typical Visualization Tool Works?  

1. Visualization tool takes set of key words from user and gives to search engine. 
2. Search engine gives results to visualization tool as query per document. 
3. In each Query, frequent words, no of occurrences of each frequent word, URL is there. 
4. Creates concepts by taking some combinations of frequent words. 
5. Do text clustering by using concepts. 
6. Displays whole documents by using some visualization technique [13]. 

The results of these activities are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. Table 1 is the 
result of the first activity. It illustrates the association between the tools (columns) and some of 
their functionalities (rows). It have identified some heterogeneous functionalities: graphical 
visualization functionalities (Hierarchical Visualization, Clustering Visualization, Map Based 
Visualization), graphical interaction functionalities (Visualization Manipulation, Graphical 
Selection) and those functionalities that are a combination of them (Highlighting, Colored Query 
Result, Filter Result Representation, co-occurring term interaction/visualization). In the 
following, a description for each of them is provided: 
 Hierarchical Visualization: the visualization represents its content according to different levels 

of granularity. This allows browsing the information at different levels of detail (as Grokker).  
 Clustering Visualization: the content is visualized (grouped) according to some similarity 

criteria. The groups can be obtained either by applying a clustering algorithm (galaxy view) or 
according to properties specified by the user (cluster map). 

 Map Based Visualization:  it imitates the geographical map appearance; the content is 
organized according to thematic terms or co-occurrence criteria, which are represented as 
peaks in the map (i.e. Kartoo represents the isograms and the name of the mountains 
respectively as concentric isolines and thematic terms on the top of them).  

 Visualization Manipulation:  the interaction between user and the graphical representation 
allows to re-organize the elements displayed, to move them and to add new ones (i.e. 
Grokker and Kartoo allow to add a new web site to the search and to insert it in the displayed 
graph according to user needs).  

 Graphical Selection: the selection of a single (Grokker, Aduna AutoFocus, Kartoo) or many 
elements at a time allows the user to select different information source such as URI, PDF or 
DOC document in Grokker, Aduna Autofocus, Kartoo or data as in Web Theme. 

 Highlighting: whenever an element of the visualization is selected, all the sources related to 
such element are highlighted too. Aduna AutoFocus and Kartoo allow highlighting the related 
co-occurring terms, whereas Grokker permits the highlighting both of the related co-occurring 
terms and of the related elements in the visualization. 

 Colored Query Result:  Web Theme allows to query the visualized data set and to set a 
particular color to each result set. This facilitates the comparison among different queries 
(results).  
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 Filter Results Representation:  some filters can be applied to the contents shown in the 
visualization. For instance, Grokker allows filtering on the rank, on the domain and on the 
source, whereas Kartoo allows filtering on the co-occurring terms. 

 Co-Occurring Terms Visualization:  As users tend to formulate their queries using common 
words, a statistical thesaurus expands these queries with other highly frequent terms that 
should help the user in discriminating relevant documents. 

 
Table 1. Functionalities Provided by Some Existing Tolls to Browse the WWW 

 Grokker Aduna 
AutoFocus 

Kartoo Web 
Theme 

G
ra

p
hi

c
al

 
vi

su
a

liz
at

io
n 

Hierarchical Visualization √    
Clustering Visualization √ √  √ 

Map Based Visualization   √ √ 

r a p hi c al
 

In te r a ct io

Visualization Manipulation √ √ √  
Graphical Selection √ √ √ √ 

In
te

ra
ct

io
n 

an
d 

V
is

ua
liz

at
io

n 

Highlighting √    
Colored Query Result    √ 

Filter Results Representation √  √  
Co-Occurring Terms 

Interaction/Visualization 
√ √ √  

 
 

Table 2. Tools Functionalities and How they Satisfy Seeker Needs 

 database vocabulary 
Query 

formulation/refine
ment 

Information 
overload 

Query 
coordination 

G
ra

p
hi

ca
l 

vi
su

al
iz

at
io

n Hierarchical 
Visualization 

  √ √  

Clustering 
Visualization 

 √ √ √  

Map Based 
Visualization 

 √ √ √  

G
ra

p
hi

ca
l 

In
te

ra
ct

io
n

 Visualization 
Manipulation 

  √ √  

Graphical Selection   √   

In
te

ra
ct

io
n 

an
d 

V
is

ua
liz

at
io

n 

Highlighting    √  

Colored Query 
Result 

√    √ 

Filter Results 
Representation 

  √ √  

Co-Occurring 
Terms 

Interaction/Visualiza
tion 

 √ √   

 
 

Table 2 is the result of the activities to identify the contribution of the functionalities to 
solve problems related to seeker needs (information overload, query formulation, vocabulary, 
and database selection). It is possible to argue that: 
 Graphical visualization functionalities: provide different results. They give a structured 

organization of information offering the user an overview of the available information   
relieving the information overload problem. They support the query formulation/ refinement: a 
correct and rapid understanding of search results is the prerequisite to have a successfully 
query refinement.  Graphical visualization functionalities provide useful hints to solve the 
vocabulary problem by map based and clustering visualizations. They show co-occurring 
terms as cluster representative or in map representation permitting to learn which terms 
belong to the information space and how terms are related to each other. 
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 Graphical interaction facilitates the information overload and query formulation /refinement 
problems: visualization manipulation supports in the analysis of results by modifying the 
layout, whereas graphical selection provides a visual and intuitive way to select results user is 
interested to. 

 Finally, the functionalities based on the integration between interaction and visualization 
techniques support in the entire problem mentioned about. In particular, functionalities as 
Colored Query Result allow comparing the results of different queries supporting in the 
queries coordination problem. Whenever the information about which search engines have 
found a result is maintained, such functionality can be exploited to compare the results 
coming from different search engines supporting the solution of database problem. [7] 

 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 

Despite the success of web as a preferred or defacto source of information, the retrieval 
of information from the web is still an unsolved problem with many different applications 
probably undiscovered. Specifically, the operative challenges motivating researchers in web IR 
include problems relating either to data quality or user satisfaction. The problems facing 
successful web information retrieval are a combination of challenges that stem from traditional 
information retrieval and challenges characterized by the nature of the World Wide Web.  

The ultimate challenge of web IR research is to provide improved systems that retrieve 
the most relevant information available on the web to better satisfy a user's information need. 

In researcher's journey to overcome most of the previous problems, they accept data 
mining, annotation, semantic web and visualizing the retrieval results as a helpful  techniques 
utilize in facing web information retrieval process’ problems. Some of these problems can’t be 
solved but do the effort to adapt with them. These are abundance, dynamic, and heterogeneity 
because they are a web information’ characteristic. The most challenges when interacting with 
the web are: (1)  Attempt to determine not only what the user is looking for, but also the task 
they are trying to accomplish and method by which they would prefer to accomplish. (2) 
Creating new knowledge out of the information available on the web. These described as 
challenges that are difficult needs a lot of skill and effort to do. 

Of course, there is always the new development, and it will be exciting to see what that 
future brings to user's search, like nature language queries; Users could express their queries in 
natural language, not just as keywords. This requires deeper syntactic and semantic analysis of 
the queries and the documents. Allowing the user to orally describe the information need into a 
microphone is a more natural way to interact with a search engine. Intelligent and adaptive web 
services; problems which can be tackled by these agents include: finding and filtering 
information, customizing information, and automating completion of simple tasks or perform 
some other service without (the user's) immediate presence and on some regular schedule, and 
adaptive web site automatically improves their organization and presentation based on user 
access data. Also Multimedia Queries, Knowledge Retrieval, Using and building Arabic 
language in IR system. 
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